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The ‘Hot Pocket’ Chop/Groove II

Video Lesson Structure

1. Demonstration – Hot Pocket Chop/Groove 1 + 2
2. Introduction
3. Demonstration – The Original Hot Pocket Chop/Groove
4. Explanation I – What is a pocket Chop?
5. Demonstration II – The Hot Pocket Chop/Groove 2
6. Explanation II – The Transcription
7. Demonstration II – The Hot Pocket Chop/Groove 2 with a groove @ 95BPM
8. Breaking It Down I – The Phrases
9. Breaking It Down II – Phrasing Exercise
10. Putting It Together – Slowly
11. Speeding It Up – Demonstration
12. The Finished Product - @ 95BPM with a groove
13. Bonus Section – The Hot Pocket Chop/ Groove Original Lesson
14. Conclusion
Breaking It Down

The Hot Pocket Chop Groove II – Phrasing Summary

Phrase 1

Phrase 2

Phrase 3

Phrase 4
Putting It Together

Phrasing Exercise – Phrases 1-4

Note: Use your left hand on the last best of Phrase 4 when repeating and use right or left hand when finishing into the crash.
Fill Applications
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The Finished Product

The Hot Pocket Chop Groove II (with a groove).
The ‘Hot Pocket’ Chop/Groove I
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